SHADOW PEOPLE

Shadow People can come in various shapes and sizes–quite literally! Below here are the original
drawings Heidi Hollis placed online in 2001 and gave their different forms these various names.
Her book, The Secret War (written & circulated in 1997 but published officially in 2001), details
her story in coming to terms with pure evil and teaching the world how to defeat it!
It's important to note, that some time following her first reveal to the world about these beings,
she distinguished that The Hat Man (TM) and Hooded Shadow are not typical Shadow People-read more about The Hat Man on this site and in the books!

Probably a near death experience I just wasn’t aware of happening at the time. Shadow Spheres, they
appear to be more of a technology than anything. Being that Shadow People are connected to the alien
abduction phenomena, it’s no wonder why these spheres have shown up at times. This was one of those
times that just blew my mind.
Short story: I fell asleep on my couch which was near my roommate’s open door. They felt something
hit their leg and woke up, only to see me being lifted into the air, quite close to a large crack in the
ceiling! I woke up from the scream and “BOOM” I was dropped hard back down to my couch!

Myself and friend crouched on the floor looking up at the ceiling and watched in horror to see these
black balls float up and organize on the ceiling and being to SLOWLY fade. It was as if they just held still,
to be honest, as if in hopes that we wouldn’t notice them.
Gives me chills when I think of it!

This is a ghost. Not a Shadow People….you can see the arm and head quite clearly. End of story. But
still, MANY mistake these as being Shadow People…but to be clear…Shadow People were never people.
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